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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we have analyzed ond modeled the fiilure
probabilities ofSRAM cells due to process parameter variations. A
method to predict the yield of a memoiy chip based on the cell
failure probability is proposed The developedmethod is used in an
early stage of a design cycle to minimize memory failure
probability by statistically sizing ofSRAMcell.
1. INTRODUCTION
In nano-scaled devices, the random variations in the number and
(a) r a d failure
(b) write failure
(e) hold fsllure
location ofdopant atoms in the channel region of the device cause
Fig. 3 Unstsblr read. write, and hold failures in SRAM cell
random variations in transistor threshold voltage [1-3], known as
"Random (or discrete) Dopant Fluctuation" (RDF). The impacts of length (Lefl=25nm) designed using MEDIC1 [6-71. In our analysis,
random dopant effect are most pronounced in minimum-geometry we have used the short channel MOSFET theory to model the
transistors commonly used in area-constrained circuits such as currents and threshold voltage considering the device geometry and
SRAM cells [4]. This can result in the threshold voltage mismatch doping profile [3,5] (Fig. 2).
between the neighboring transistors in a cell, resulting in the failure
2. DISTRIBUTION OF T H E INTRINSIC Vt VARIATION
of a cell. Since these failures are caused by the variation in the
In an SRAM cell, the threshold voltage (Vt) fluctuations (Wt)of
device parameters, these are known as the parametric foilures. A
the cell transistors are considered as six independent Gaussian
failure in any of the cells in a column (or row) ofthe memory will
random variables (mean+) [I]. The standard deviation of the Vt
make that column (or row) faulty. If the number of faulty columns
fluctuation (a",) depends on the manufacturing process, doping
(or rows) in a memory chip is larger than the number of available
profile, and the transistor sizing. In the proposed method, uv, for a
redundant columns (or rows), then the chip is considered to be
minimum sized transistor (a",,,) is an input parameter and the
faulty. Hence, the failure probability of a cell is directly related to
dependence ofa", on the transistor size is given by 131:
the yield of a memory chip.
The parametric variations, and in particular the Vt fluctuation due
UVl = .",oJkh/Luw,i"/w)
(1)
to RDF, is a strong function of the size of the different transistors in
3.
MODELING
O
F
SRAM
FAILURE
the cell (channel length (L), width (w)),
collectively called as the
cell parameters. Hence, the failure probability o f a memory can be The failures due to parametric variations in a SRAM cell are
reduced by optimally designing these parameters. However, any principally caused by: (I) An increase in the access time ofthe cell
such optimization has to consider its impact on the overall area and resulting in a violation of delay requirement defined as access time
the leakage of the SRAM array. Moreover, the memory failure, (2) Destructive read (i.e. flipping of the stored data in a cell
organization (i.e. # of row (NROW)and # of row (NCO'), # of known as the readfailure) andlor unsuccessful write (inability to
redundant column (NRc)) will also have a strong impact on the write to a cell defined BS the write failure), resulting in a dynamic
memory failure probability. Hence, a statistical design and stability failure (Fig. 3) and, (3) The destruction of the cell content
optimization of the SRAM cell and memory organization is very in the standby mode with the application of a pre-specified
important to reduce the memory failure and improve the yield in (designed) lower supply voltage , ( T ' ~ o d , known as hold-stability
failure (Fig. 3). In a die, failures are principally caused by the
nano-scaled SRAM.
In this paper, we have developed a methodology to optimize the mismatch in the device parameters (L, W,Vt) of different transistors
parameters of an SRAM cell and the memory organization to (intra-die) in the cell. Such device mismatch changes the strength of
reduce the memory failure probability (constrained by the overall the different transistors resulting in different failure events. The
memory area and leakage power) and improve the yield in principal source of the device mismatch is the intrinsic fluctuation
nanometer regime. The method is developed considering the on-die of the Vt of different transistors due to RDF [I]. Hence, in this
Vt variation, but can be extended to consider on-die L and W work we have considered the Vt variation due to RDF as the major
source of intra-die variation. The proposed method can also be
variation.
In our SRAM cell (Figl), we have used transistors of 50nm gate extended to include L and W variation.
3.1. Modeling Methodology
In this section, we will summarize the key mathematical bases used
to estimate the failure probabilities. Let us considermTx,, ..., x,)
as a function, where X I , ..., x. are independent Gaussian random
variables with mean q,,..., and standard deviation (STD)
U,,. . .,U>.The mean &)and the STD (q)
of the random variable y
can be estimated as (using multi-variable Taylor-series expansion)

:
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Fig. 1: SRAM Cell
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..
Assuming the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of y to be
also Gaussian (N,O.;&., q)).the probability of (v > Yo) is given by:
m

YO

ply > yo]= jN,Lv: iIy,u,M=i - JN,(YM =

(3)

Y'-=

V=yO

where, QY is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) ofy.
Let us assume FAX, ,.._6")and z=g(xl ,...7") are two Gaussian
uy)and NS(y;&, G),respectively. The
random variables Ny(y:pp,
probability of (y > Yo& z > Zo)is given by:
P[ly > Yo)&(= > ZJ= I-P[(Y< Yo)+(z< ZJ]

=I-{P~V~Y,]+P[Z~Z,]-P[(YIY,)&(Z_<Z,)D
= (PIY > $1. P[z > S
I-I)+ O,.,(Y,Z0)

(4)

distributions with the means the variances obtained using (2) (Fig.
4). Pw is given by:
PE = P[Z, = (vmD - VTRIPRD)>
o]= 1 - Q m ( 0 )
2
2
2
(7)
where, VZR = V V - ~ and ~ Z =K OV+ uvmPm
3.3. Write Stability Failure (W,)
While writing a '0' to a cell storing ' I , , the node VL gets
discharged through BL to a low value (V,) determined by the
voltage division between the PMOS PL and the access transistor
AXL [9J.If V, can-not be reduced below the trip point of the
inverter PrNR (VrNpm), within the time when word-line is high
(Tm), then a write failure occurs (Fig. 3b). The write-failure
probability (Pw) is given by:

wmF

PWF

where, cDY,Jj,z) is the joint CDF o f y and z. In order to evaluate
@J.v,z)
the correlation coetiicient between y and I needs to be
computed. The correlation coefficient @,) is given by:
Elyz)-EG.)E(z)_ E b - ~ l ~ i ~ .
P=

lyb (2)

= P[(T,,TE

' 11

(8)

TWL

where, T w ~ ,is the time required to pull down VL fmm VDU to
Vrmpw,. T w Eis obtained by solving:

vTNPwR)

=current into L iiIdnpL,low,(L)
=current out of L 0 Ida

ayuz

where C, is the net cavacitance at the node L. VW,
.... can be obtained
by solving KCL at node L & R [9].VTmpwR can be obtained by
E b ) = f ( r l I,..., rl,)g(rl I,...
4
( 5 ) solving for trip-point of the inverter p 8 - N ~ T. w m obtained
~
using
(9) closely matches the MEDIC1 simulation result with Vt variation
of different transistors (Fig. 5a). Using (2), we can estimate the
mean (qm) and the standard-deviation ( o m )and approximate its
Of the
The above results will be used in this paper to estimate the failure pdf as a Gaussian One v w R ( t ~ ) ) (Fig' 5b)'
write-failures originate from the 'tail' of the distribution function.
Hence, to improve the accuracy of the model at the tail region, we
3.2. Read Stability Failure (RF)
can use a non-central F distribution [SI. Using the PDF
While reading the cell shown in Fig. 1 (VL='I ' & I/.= '0 7, due to (Gaussidnon-central F) of Tmrb{Nm(twB), the PH7 can be
the voltage divider action between AX, and NR , V, increases to a estimated using (3).
positive value VmD. If V m D is higher than the trip point of the 3.4. A~~~~~~i~~ F
~(A") ~
I
~
~
~
inverter PL-NL(VrmpRD),then the cell flips while reading the Cell The cell access time (TAccms) is defined as the time required to
(Fig. 3 ( 4 ) 191. This represents a readfailure (RF)event. Hence, the produce a pre-specified voltage difference (AM,,,FO.lVDu)between
read-failure probability (Pw)is given by:
two bit-lines (bit-differential). If due to Vt variation, the access
(6) time of the cell is longer than the maximum tolerable limit (Tu),
'W; = '['hXALJ
'TRIP,
,v,
,and, v
be
by solving KCL at ",de L and R, an access time failure is said to have occurred. The probability of
lime
(pfi) a cell is given by:
respectively. The estimated value of VTm,,m and V , closely
follows the MEDIC1 simulation result (Fig. 4). Assuming the PDF
PAF= ~(TACCESS
> TMM)
(10)
of VMD ( = N d v m m ) ) and VTMP (=Nrmp(Vrmp)) as Gaussian While reading the cell storing VL='/'and V.='O' (Fig.1, Fig.3), bitA& and Nn (by the current laR).
0
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Fig. 4; (I)Variation of VTllpafPL-NL(b) Distributions of VRm
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a,

columns fail. Hence, PcOr and PMm can be given by:

Simultaneously, BL will discharge by the leakage of&,'
of all the
cells (I8,,) connected to BL. Hence, the access time is given by:

P c o L = l - ( l - P ~ ) " and ,P

is
where, N is the #of cells attached to a bit-line (or column), C,,/,
the bit-line capacitance (assumed to be equal). The access time
given by (11) closely follows the MEDIC1 simulation result (Fig.
6a). The PDF of TACcm can he approximated as a Gaussian one
with the mean (vac) and the standard deviation (anc) obtained
from (2) (Fig. 6b). Using the derived PDF ( N ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ dPM
t A
can be estimated using (3).
3.5. Hold Stability Failure (HF)
In the stand-by mode, the VDo of the cell is reduced to reduce the
leakage power consumption. However, if the lowering of V m
causes the data stored in the cell to be destroyed, then the cell is
said to have failed in the hold-mode [IO] (Fig. 3c). Hence, for a
hold-failure event, the minimum supply voltage that can be applied
to the cell in the hold-mode (VDDH,,,,,),without destroying the data,
is higher than the designed stand-by mode supply voltage ( V m d
Thus, the probability o f hold-stability failure (PHd is given by:
(12)
pHF = p[vDDHmm
vHOLD1
Lowering the VDD of the cell (say VDDH represents the cell VDD at
the hold mode) reduces the voltage at the node storing ' I ' (VL in
Fig. I). Due to leakage of NL. V, will be less than VDDH for low
VDDH. The hold-failure occurs if VL c Vmp of PRNRy,. Hence,
VDDHmjncan be obtained by numerically solving:

'

(13)
V L ( V D D H ~ , , ~ ~ , , ~ ~ , )v,=,(v,,,,~l~~,6vt,)
The estimated value of VDDH,,,, using (13) closely follows the
values obtained from MEDIC1 simulation (Fig. 7a). The
distribution of VDDHm,canbe approximated as a Gaussian one with
mean and variance obtained using (6) (Fig. 7b). Using the Gaussian
pdf for VDmm,, the PHFcan he estimated (using (3)).
3.6. Estimation of Overall Cell Failure Probability (PE)
The overall failure probability is given by:

=

,y (.:"")P&L(l-pc"Lyc".-'

(15)

The exact estimation of the different failure probabilities requires
numerical solutions of the KCL at different nodes. In order to
reduce the computation complexity, analytical models of different
failure probabilities were also obtained using simplified longchannel current equations. The distributions of V . D . V r m p m
TwmiL. and VHol., using the analytical models are also
shown in Figs. 4-7.
~4.~SENSITIVITY
. d ) ,
ANALYSIS OF FAILURE PROBABILITY
Fig. 8 shows that a weak access transistor (small Wm) reduces PRF
(VmD decreases); however, it increases P*F and Pw- (Fig. 8) and
has very small impact on PHF. Reducing the strength of the PMOS
pull-up transistors (by decreasing W,) reduces P , (reducing I d d .
but increases Pw (lowers V m P d PAS does not depend strongly on
PMOS strength (Fig. 8). PHFimproves with an increase in W, as the
node L is more strongly coupled to the supply voltage (VL +I'D&.
Increasing Wndincreases the strength of pull-down NMOSs (NL &
NR)).This reduces PE (VmD $1 and Pul by increasing the strength
of NR (Fig. 8). Increase in width of NR has little impact on Pw.
Although, it slightly increases the nominal value of TWNE, the
tends to reduce owmr~and hence
reduction of ow of NR (see (I))
Pw remains almost constant. An increase in the Vrmp of PRNR
initially reduces P H with
~ the increase in W,,+ However, a higher
width of NL reduces V, (from the applied VDDH)due to an increase
the leakage ofNL. Consequently, a very high Wadincreases the PHF.
5. STATISTICAL OPTIMIZATION OF SRAM CELL
5.1. SRAM Yield Estimation Model
To estimate the yield, we have used Monte-Carlo simulations for
inter-die distributions of L, Wand Vt (assumed to be Gaussian).For
Wrm.m and
each inter-die values of the parameters (say L",,
we estimate PF, PCOLand PMm considering the intra-die
distribution ofdV/. Finally, the yield is defined as:

L

m d = l - ~pMm(~,-.w,Nnn.vo,,m )/
N
~
R
(16)
P~=P[F~~/]=P[A~+R,+W,+H,~=P"~+P,+P~~+P,,
- P[~,R,~-PI~,~,~-P[~~-H~I-P(RFW,I-P[R~H~]-P[W~H~~
(14)
where, N,,,rm is the total number of inter-die Monte-Carlo
+ P[RFRFWr]+P[A,R,H,]+ P[RFWFHF]+P[WrHFAr]- P[Ai/]
simulations (i.e. total number of chips).

An accurate estimate of the probability of joint events is possible
by constructing the joint PDF representing two events using the
procedure given in (4). We have also assumed that probabilities of
simultaneous occurrence of more than two events are negligible
(=O]. The estimated probabilities match the Monte-Carlo results
very closely.
3.7. Estimation of Column and Memory Failure Probability
The failure probability of column (P& (or row (P,qOW))is defined
as the probability that any of the cells (out of N cells) in that
column (or row) fails. Assuming a column redundancy, the
probability of failure of a memory chip (PMm) designed with NmL
number of columns and NRC number of redundant columns, is
defined as the probability that more than NRc (i.e. at least N,w+/)

In order to maximize the yield P M needs
~ ~to he minimized. This
requires optimum design ofthe cell configurations (i.e. length and
width of transistors) and the number of redundant columns (NRc).
However, such an optimization of PMm has to consider the impact
on the total leakage and the total area (AMFM).
5.2. Estimation of Leakage in SRAM
The total leakage in a cell is principally consist of the subthreshold
leakage, the gate leakage, and the junction BTBT leakage through
different transistors in the cell (Fig. 1). The leakage current
expressions presented in [5] are used to evaluate the different
leakage components. The total memory leakage (Ih&em) is the
summation of leakage of individual cells.
5.3. Area Estimation of SRAM

Fig. 8: Vnrintion of Cell Failure Probabilities with Cell s t r ~ c t ~ r e
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1. Determine the bounds on NRc and initialize:
i=O, N ~ O F N . C ~P,M
~ ,F M ~
1 ~~=

The total memory area is given by:

Amua, = N n o w N C D L A r r i i ; A I I d v n d o n i = N R O W N R C A ~ ~ I I
(17)
A,,
= A,,,,,, + A,e,ndm, = N ~ O(NCOI.
W +NRC)A~II

2. repear
3. Determine maximum allowable cell area:
4. A,II- (1) s 4w.u ANROWb"c(i) + NCOL
5. Solve the following optimization problem
6. Minimize PF (L-, W-, L n ~W3, Lpup,WPvJ
7. Subject to: A,II 4 A c g 1 4 i ) ;PL-w.,
5 P ~ w . P;T A C ~ PTAC-.
8. Calculate PcoL(i] and P ~ h iusing
)
the optimum P,and NRc(i).
9. If PM&i) < PMM," Then PMmm,"
:= P M d i )
IO. until Nnc(i)=NRcmm
Fig. 9:Oplimhrion procedure
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where, A,,, is the required memory area (given by the memory
size) and A,&,
is the area overhead of the redundant columns.
Ace,r is the cell area computed using the layout given in [I I].
5.4. Optimization Procedure
The optimization problem can be stated as:
Minimize PMm=f@)
where X [L-. W-, L n ~W, n ~Lpup,
x W,,, Nncl
Subject to:

I L ~ ~5 ML~

M ~

j;mlp.

(18)

AMMS Maximum Area (A-)
EITAd=flrAccEssSMaximum access time mean @ r r c . n ~ r )
For all the parameters:
5 (9.5 (A'&
This is essentially a non-linear optimization problem with nonlinear constraints. The upper bound on the mean access time is
given to ensure that robustness of the memory has not been
achieved by significantly sacrificing performance. Fig. 9 shows the
basic steps of the optimization process. The upper bound of Nnc is
determined using (17) as shown below:

I

-1
.

EzZz

,.-

_..

-

,

Hence, instead of minimizing PF we try to minimize PMOU. The
above problem can be solved using Lagrange Multiplier based
algorithm [12]. The Lagrangian formulation of the above problem
is shown below:
MinimizeflX)=Pwou
where X e [L- U'-. L-, W
, LpvpiW,,l
Subject to: hl(X) = ( A c ~ l l / A ~ l , m ~ i0) ) - l s
hdX) = ( I u d e m l l u , w m )-In0

h~(~=~r"c/fl~"~-,).lsO
In this work, we have considered the discrete variable space (to
account for the minimum limit on the lithographic controllability of
L and W) for L,, W-, LnM, W,, LPp and Wpup To solve the
discrete space Lagrangian problem, we have used the Discrete
Lagrangian Method (DLM) described in [12,13].

6. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
The optimization methodology described earlier is used to
optimize the cell structure (from [14]) and the use ofredundancy to
minimize the memory failure probability (Table-I). To improve the
beta ratio between the pull-up PMOS and access transistor, the
original cell was designed with a longer PMOS. However, a weaker
PMOS tends to increase the read failure. Hence, the optimization
reduces the length of the PMOS and uses the extra area in the pulldown NMOS, thereby reducing the access failure. The proposed
optimization algorithm allows to trade-off between the redundancy
area and the active cell area. Reducing the number of redundant
column allows more area for each of the actual cells. This reduces
the failure probability of the cells, thereby reducing PMW.On the
other hand, from ( 1 5 ) it can be observed that reducing NRc will tend
to increase PMU. Fig. IO shows the variation of PMU, with the
It can be observed that
variation ofNnc considering wnstant A,.,
increasing the redundancy beyond a certain point increases the
memory failure probability. It should be further noted that with the
application of a higher value of the ov,,, the optimized value of the
redundancy (that minimizes failure probability) reduces. This

indicates that with larger amount of variations, design of robust cell
is more effective in reducing the failure probability (improving
yield) as compared to increasing number of redundant columns.
Hence, it can be concluded that a statistical analysis of
effectiveness of the redundancy is necessay to improve the
memory failure probability.
The static noise margin (SNM) of a cell is often used as a measure
of the robustness of an S U M cell against flipping [I]. However,
an increase in SNM makes the cell difficult to write by increasing
its data holding capability, which increases write failures (Fig. 1I).
Consequently, an increase in the SNM does not necessarily reduce
the overall failure probability. Using the proposed models, it is
observed that SNM does not have a strong relationship with the
parametric failure of the memory.
7. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a semi-analytical method to
estimate the failure probability of an S U M cell and memory due
to parameter variations. The derived models have been used to
predict the yield of memory at an early stage of a design. The
proposed models are used for statistical optimization of memory
design, which is necessary for maximizing yield in nanometer
regimes.
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The minimization of PF in step 5-7 requires the estimation of the
joint probabilities given in (4) which are computationally expensive.
However, it should be noted that:
PF = P [ A , + R F + W ~ + H P ] ~ P " I - + P ~ + P , + P N ~ = P ~(20)
~~
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